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FACIAL COVERING REQUIREMENT AGREEMENT

The past few months have been difficult for everyone.  Navigating through 
uncharted territory as the COVID-19 pandemic changes the way we live our lives 
and conduct our businesses. Mandatory closures, reduced operations and strict 
regulations on how to operate safely during a pandemic have created great 
strain on nearly all businesses, particularly those that are small and locally 
owned.  Goldcoast Ballroom has been a respected part our local community 
and the dance community for nearly 23 years.  That respect has been earned by 
operating in a responsible and ethical manner and attracting a clientele who 
share similar morals.  The dance community has always appreciated what 
Goldcoast Ballroom has brought to the industry and demonstrated their 
willingness to nurture and protect the future of Goldcoast Ballroom.


County and city ordinances require everyone to wear facial coverings while 
inside retail establishments which includes Goldcoast Ballroom. It is applicable 
at all times including while dancing, except when eating or drinking while seated 
at a table.  We are aware that this is uncomfortable but it is a rule we all must 
follow.  In order to effectively enforce this rule we now find it necessary to refuse 
admission to anyone who does not comply.


Effective immediately, Goldcoast Ballroom employees will no longer remind 
anyone to properly wear a facial covering.  We will now ask anyone who is 
improperly wearing or removes their facial covering other than for the purpose of 
eating or drinking, to please leave the premises and not return until after the 
facial covering ordinance has expired.


We are aware that there are exemptions for people with disabilities or medical 
conditions that prevent them from wearing facial coverings.  For those who fall 
into this category, please contact us via phone to make special arrangements  to 
rent the dance floor before or after regular business hours while no one else is 
present.  This is for the safety of everyone and for the protection and 
preservation of Goldcoast Ballroom.


By printing your name, signing and dating below, you agree to the above terms 
and acknowledge that you have received a copy of this notice.


_________________________________________

PRINTED NAME


__________________________________________      __________________________

SIGNATURE	 	 	 	 	     DATE


